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HUGH O'DONNELL 
Dore Ashton 
Some years ago I was visiting Hugh O 'Donnell in his 
studio and remarked that I sensed a turning in his 
work. With his usual spirited address Hugh announced: 
"I used to be a conquistador painter, but now I am 
a nature painter." He had, indeed, once been a 
conquistador painter. In his first appearance in the New 
World, in the 1980 exhibition of contemporary British 
artists at the Guggenheim Museum, he was immediately 
noticed for his exuberance, enthusiasm, and readiness 
to do battle with many of the conventions of abstract 
painting. Even his motifs were cheerfully militant, with 
images of shields, ladders , and various kinds of traps. 
It was generally noted that here was a young contender 
to be reckoned with. His evolution since then, keyed 
to nature, is still about energy though many times 
refined and transformed, reflecting a broad range 
of painterly thoughts. 
But not only painterly thoughts. A reader and a 
questioner, O 'Donnell found kinship and nourishment 
in poets, particularly Dylan Thomas. I was not surprised 
when he began a large group of drawings and 
paintings almost a decade ago inspired by Thomas. 
I think, in fact , the poem to which he often had 
recourse, written when Thomas was barely nineteen 
years old, "The Force That Through the Green Fuse 
Drives the Flower," provides an adequate portrait of 
O 'Donnell himself Certainly the line, "The force that 
drives the water through the rocks/ drives my red 
blood . " illuminates certain aspects of O 'Donnell's 
undertakings over the past decade. His experiments with immersion, for instance, when he 
tried mightily in a vibrato of charcoal strokes, to capture his most inward physiological 
reflexes as he swam, and in paintings in which he sought to register his very heartbeat, 
with its red blood coursing rhythmically These efforts to symbolize bodily sensations he 
named body echoes but they always carried broader implications. "I feel like a binary 
combination of two Sumo wrestlers ," he wrote to me in an undated letter of 1987 "a Castor 
and Pollux struggling for balance and control of the circle-two resisting weights mutually 
interchangeable. The resulting crush-crash is generative of raw energy " 
As I look back on his work, it seems to me that O 'Donnell's movement is like a swift 
stream, from bank to bank and sometimes overflowing, but always flowing onward, as is 
apparent in this exhibition, with a kind of constancy that from ancient times has been 
adjudged as style. That goes all the way from commonplaces, such as "style is the man" to 
the rare insight of Schopenhauer that "style is the physiognomy of the mind." No matter 
where you look in O 'Donnell 's oeuvre, you see his painter's mind's eye seeking, in nature, 
in his nature, analogy-that bina1y impulse that has fuelled the arts from the 
beginning. Analogy I would say is O'Donnell's principal tool and the lifeblood of 
hi tyle. Every line, every color, is de tin d to be a likeness, or at least a symbolic 
answer to the que tion: what i it like? What is it like to swim, float, charge, way 
feel , and above all, see into . More than two thousand year ago th re were poets 
and painters whose expression was rooted in analogy the most basic of all creative 
impuls . Listen to the psalmist: 
For my days pass away like smoke 
and my bones bum like a furnace 
My heart is smitten like grass, and withered 
I forget to eat my bread. 
I am like a lonely bird on a housetop. 
(Psalm 102) 
When I look at the drawings and paintings of a decade back, in which O'Donnell 
found the means to express his own thumping heart and the coiled springs of his 
nervous system, spawning movements in both his own body and nature at large, 
I see, or rather, respond to O'Donnell 's inquily into the nature of existence. 
Like many romantic Britons before him, O'Donn II was drawn to lake country 
He withdrew from the turbul nee of the great city of ew York to the waters of 
Lake Waramaug in northwestern Connecticut. As he told m soon after he 
decamp d, he had alway been moved by Thor au, who saw "the lake as the 
earth's eye, a mirror that no stone can crack." It was on the shores of the lake that 
he worked on his first series of huge charcoal and oil stick drawings, using the 
three-foot module he derived from Japan se architecture . O'Donnell's intense 
xperience in Japan emerges again and again in his work. He pent two years 
studying in Kyoto, the place in all of Japan replete with both natural beauty and 
man's celebration of it. In Kyoto, the ancient back streets under th mountain 
often follow th movements of water in treams and canals, and the trees are 
sometimes lost in mist, as they are in the famous pinewood screen by the 
Momyama paint r, Has gawa Tohaku . In some ways I think that O'Donnell 's idyll 
in Kyoto is always present as his touchstone. He could probably say with Bash6, 
who gave us the most wonderful definition of nostalgia in xistence, "Though in 
Kyoto, I long for Kyoto." 
But O'Donnell was not in Kyoto . He was on the shores of Lake Waramaug where 
he hearkened to Dylan Thomas, who spoke a language a painter could recognize; 
who spoke of "when all my five and country senses see" and was on the watch for 
the active verbs of nature itself, bringing those verbs-to drive, to break, to blow to 
whirl-into his art. Thoma 's idiom saturated O'Donnell 's thought in his work from 
the mid-nineties to the present. Although his works are often direct translation of 
painterly thoughts as he plied the waters of the lake, or merely gazed, they have 
been h ightened by hi remembrance of the poet's voice. In these more recent 
works, a calmness descends, and a certain objectivity There are now distinct 
allu ions to detail in nature, uch a seedpods and grasses in the wind, or just 
beneath the surface of the lake, and there are occasional references to cloud and 
mist. In the paintings, which ar till ab tractions (in th primary sense of being 
abstracted from nature) there is increasing clarity of detail. There is even a 
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perceptible order, established on the light of the ground beneath the final surface, 
and carried through to the surface, brushed with an acknowledgement of light that 
is the sole articulation of space. There are .also unidentifiable forms; mysteries. 
All of this in the mid-nineties is the result of a revised attitude toward nature, 
more humble perhaps. O'Donnell is now looking outward as much as he is feeling 
inward. His outward glances are apparent in another of his undated letters to me 
from the mid-nineties: 
Waramaug is resplendent and cool in the autumn light, the crows 
are calling the buzzards circling overhead, the owls hooting at night. 
The deer sometimes appear in a clearing like a visitation from 
another dimension-you take your eyes off them for a moment 
and they are gone. The trees are burnt orange against the sky It's 
ice blue the colour of things to come as we fall back into winter. 
It happens so fast-my white cat brings us a mole every week, to 
the front step. The animals are working very hard to gather it all in 
before it goes to sleep again. I remember last winter, the snow came 
down like morphine. 
For all this seeming descriptive objectivity there is also an undercurrent of wonder. 
Even a hint of mysticism. Like all serious painters I have ever known, O'Donnell 
seeks some explanation of why it is that he is obliged (some, such as the writer 
Mario Vargas Llosa, would say "condemned") to do what he does. In one of our 
more intense encounters in his studio, I remember O'Donnell's reference to Balzac's 
story Peau de Chagrin, and his saying, "Everything is there!" I assumed that what 
excited him was Balzac's suggestion that artists have a kind of second sight. 
Balzac saw in certain poets and writers of a philosophical turn of mind, "a moral 
phenomenon, inexplicable, unheard of, which science finds difficult to explain. 
It is a kind of second sight which permits them to divine the truth in all possible 
situations; or, better still, an !-don't-know-what power that transports them where 
they must, where they will to enter." 
From the mid-nineties to the present, O'Donnell has focused on carefully isolated 
details from which, with his "second sight," he divines still larger aspects of 
experience. In this he draws upon a modern tradition of abstraction that was well 
articulated by Fernand Leger in his 1935 lecture in ew York, in which he discussed 
the magnified detail. Drawing on his experience with photography and film, Leger 
in effect described the magic of the close-up. He said that the painter should work 
until "the question: what does that represent? has no meaning." He believed that 
then "the object, which was encased in subject matter, becomes free ." I believe that 
is precisely the freedom we sense in O'Donnell's most recent paintings in which, 
although we recognize allusions to water, or grass, or seeds , we can enter the 
painting as an abstract play of forces-those forces Thomas spoke of again and 
again, and which the critic, Bill Read, called "those parallel themes of vitality and 
mortality" that continue throughout his poems and stories. 1 
Details, however, are not only the province of modern poets and painters. They 
loom large in the works of the greatest of ancient Japanese poets and painters, and, 
Bill Read, The Days of Dylan Tbomas (New York, 1964) , p. 54. 
for that matter, dramati ts. Wh n O'Donnell was exploring Japan, and especially 
Kyoto, which to this day echoes bamboo forests in the details of dwellings with 
their bamboo curtains; or curtains of trands of rope; or fences with ties of 
rice-grass; or screen made of reeds from the river bank, he could not fail to 
understand how the work of the human hand deriv dir ctly from nature. 
As h watched performances in the Noh or Kabuki theaters, he certainly noticed 
the minute attention to detail-the small gesture, minimal prop , even the car fully 
controlled way of a portion of a garm nt. Th y add up to amazing symbolic 
evocations of life itself. I am convinced that O'Donnell' interest in kinesthesis was 
inspired in Japan, where dane ha be n refined and codified for centuries, and is 
as familiar to the po t-calligrapher and painter as it is the actor in Kabuki. 
From his earliest body echo paintings to his most recent works, O'Donnell has 
truggled to embody what is sometimes call d th haptic experience. He has tried 
to grasp the mo t fleeting sen ations along with the regularity poetically speaking, 
of the human heartbeat. His efforts show close affinities with tho of th Japanese 
poet-calligraphers and especially the Zen mast rs . Since painting is such a complex 
amalgam of varying ingredients ranging from motor impulses to philosophical 
insights, it i no ea y thing, and paint rs have always scoured the history of their 
art, throughout the world, for confirming insights. Often paintings in th 
so-called WI tern tradition have b n infu d with thoughts of the East. Certain 
painters, notably Vincent van Gogh, were instinctively drawn to the art of Japan. 
If we study Japane art, w see a man who is undoubtedly wise, 
philosophic and intelligent, who spends his time doing what? 
In studying the distance between the earth and the moon? o . 
In studying Bismarck's policy? o. He studies a ingle blad 
of grass. (Letter to Th o, c.1888) 2 
I think that O'Donn ll 's deep study of Japanese art, architecture and literature 
is indelible in his painter's mind, which at times is the no-mind, or mu hin of which 
the Zen poets sing. Mushin is very hard to define , but John Stevens has described it 
as the "mind that abides nowhere, the mind free of contrivance," and he cites the 
work of Ryokan, th 18th-c ntury Zen monk. .l I suppose that the simplicity Ryokan 
achieves, as do so many Japanese poets in history is derived from this vague con-
cept of mu hin. He was, after all, a thorough nature po t, marking off the seasons: 
After walking for a tinze, I reach the pavilion; 
The sun sets behind the western mountains. 
Willow leaves cover the little garden; 
The pond is cold and the lotuses have faded. 
Along the bamboo fence, crickets cry incessantly; 
Light filters easily through the pines and oa~ 
Summer slowly changes its face. 
Looking at O'Donnell 's most recent paintings sent me back to Ryokan. 
pecifically it was in studying a painting completed just months ago, 
The Things of Light, 2002, that I r memb reel a haiku of Ryokan: 
'Cited in Het .. chel B. Chipp, 77Jeories of Modem Art (Ca lifornia , 1968), p. 38. 
'John Stevens, eel. and trans. One Robe, One Bowl (N.Y and Tokyo, 1977), p. 16. 
77Je Things of light, 2002 
Oil on canvas, 94 x 94 inches 
Green Age, 2001 
Oil on paper, 14 x 13 inches 
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Our lives are like the plants 
floating along the water's edge 
Illumined by the moon. 
It seems to me that O 'Donnell has gathered up all his references in The Things of 
Light. First, there is his undeniable heritage from the 20th century· the use of linear 
interlaces (although I must add that his Irish background does not preclude an 
allusion to ancient Irish interlaces, as in the Book of Kells) . One finds , for instance, 
in the works of the abstract expressionists, ranging from deKooning to Pollock to 
Kline, an impulse to the calligraphic line transformed into the painted form. In other 
words, the transformation of paint itself into a material trace of a bodily movement. 
Or even, a movement of the pirit translated into matter. In O 'Donnell 's painting, 
over-riding golden ellipses and darting obbligatos of black line bespeak the artist's 
sense of freedom. Such a freedom is the one beyond the "five and count1y senses" 
Dylan Thomas describes, and the one that the abstract expressionists craved. 
Then, there is the knowing use of the oil-painting conventions that have moved 
through history since the 16th century O'Donnell works from the ground up , 
establishing levels in space with a flick of the brush, a twist or a turn. Or, as mass 
of shadowy strokes in mid-plane. His interest in transparency has always been 
apparent, and in this painting, he firmly describes level upon level. We can, so to 
speak, look down to the bed of the stream through "the plants floating along the 
water's edge." Then, there is his title , which directs us to one of the primaty quests 
of all painters in oil: to transform the density of its material existence into the 
supreme lightness of light itself. For painters, light is the origin of both form and 
space. There is no talking about form or space without it. In this painting, perfectly 
square (a format that paradoxically suggests infinity to me) O'Donnell celebrates a 
kind of light that is , in fact , available only in painting, for it is obviously an analogy 
and not the thing itself-an analogy that illumines the thing itself, so very abstract 
in its very being. 
Now you may say that the references I have strewn about in this appreciation 
of O 'Donnell's work do not get to the point which is to talk about paintings and 
drawings . Still, among the myriad experiences all painters must undergo, the 
encounter with poetty can be one of the most inspiring. O 'Donnell has called 
the poetic faculty the sixth sense, so I shall let him have the last word: 
Essentially it is poetry that generates the awe and sentient 
expression that occurs when two forms of nature meet. 
And, speaking of the period that his exhibition represents : 
I'm thinking of calling the period my green age (another quote 
from Thomas) .I think of my individual works as having the quality 
of just one line of some of his poems . .I also have to thank the 
Japanese for reminding me that this liberty to choose simple 
moments of nature and to write them large is all we can do with 
the small bits of reality we can deal with. (August 2002) 
) 
Bantam Studio, 
Connecticut, l-99:) 
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CLARE HENRY IN CONVERSATION 
Willi HUGH O'DONNELL 
Clare: This exhibition covers a decade, 1992-2002. During this 
period you moved from urban New York to rural Connecticut. 
How did this influence your work? 
Hugh: Connecticut began an immersion in the countryside and 
in water. I lived and worked by Lake Waramaug. Swimming 
became a motif. From 1990 d1rough 1994 swinm1ing led me 
into me feeling d1at I could develop a principle of action based 
on me repetitive pattern of me body moving rhydmlically 
through water. I wanted to get d1at activity or somed1ing like 
it into me studio. 
Clare: After four years of living in Connecticut and working 
solely in charcoal and oil stick, you also made a crucial shift 
from drawing to painting. How did d1.is happen? 
Hugh: I moved me studio from the Lake to a tree lined 
riverbank. Instead of copying the trees, I wanted to paint what 
d1e trees appeared to do. I started looking at underlying form, 
d1e way a tree branched, the periodic stretching into space 
again and again, like a tangle of netves stroking d1e air. 
Clare: Much of your work suggests an inner as well as exterior 
life-force. This new work features not just netves, cells and 
veins, but organic shapes like buds, tendrils and leaves, as 
though nature is burgeoning, moving. How do you an·ive at 
this dance of growd1? 
Hugh: At first I was overwhelmed by so many u·ees, too much 
tangle, a chaos of plant against plant su·uggling for dominion. 
Moving in the clark lake water, eyes closed; blind to all that 
botanical argument was heaven! But slowly d1e tangle became 
interesting to me, and men beautiful. It had order, pattern. 
The trees appeared to have a design su·ategy in their su·uggle 
for light and space. I wimessecl a fight for territOty and this 
became a metaphor for a contest in d1e body. 
My inner space is a d1eater of conflicting forces and my att has 
always been an attempt to get wholeness a kind of uuce. 
Living in me country I decided to let nature be a u·ainer like a 
Tai chi or Yoga teacher. I found myself studying a bush and 
thinking, 'That's beautiful! How does it do d1at? Can I do 
somed1ing like it in d1e studio?' I knew I couldn't make 
a bush, God had already clone d1at. But I realized mat I could 
draw someiliing mat I liked about it. In od1er words I could 
fmd a Likeness. 
Clare: Energetic drawn lines and grapl1.ic, linear calligrapl1.ic 
rhyilims still predominate in your paintings? 
Hugh: In d1e black and white drawings, or in 'Drawn Bread1, 
d1e design I made for d1e Siobhan Davies's dance company at 
London's Riverside Studios, d1e line is an object of force . In d1e 
1988-1991 paintings I wanted d1e line to have form and space 
and be more than an outline. In recent work I make no 
distinctions between drawing and painting. I see movement 
as shape, like Dylan Thomas's reference to 'd1e calligraphy 
of d1e old leaves. Many of the big paintings can be seen as 
calligrapl1.ic in me same way Sesshu, me 15m century Japanese 
attist, was calligrapl1.ic. Wid1 him I identify bod1 detailed 
penni.ansl1.ip and broad bmsh work as being calligraphic. 
Linear shapes are my language. 
Clare: You also research into me natural sciences, especially 
biology Mario Merz did a big series on me Fibonacci principle. 
Where do me characteristic organic, unfolding repeat patterns 
in your large paintings come from? 
Hugh: Biologists like E. 0. Wilson refer to certain organizing 
biological principles as epigenetic rules. Plants as well as people 
have ground mles, codes or algoriilims d1at influence ilieir 
development. I am as interested in the mechanism of 
perception and roots of tl1.inking as any neurologist but I'm no 
scientist. My need is not to find answers, I am merely trying to 
simplify Paul Klee said mat me attist 'simplifies reality I need 
simplicity in order to see someiliing original. I use my studio 
to generate what I need. 
Clare: Scientists also observe, examine, analyze and interpret. 
How does your approach differ? 
Hugh: The main difference from scientific d1.inking is that here 
we are talking about poetry rather d1an literal fact. Evetyd1.ing 
I do in the paintings is an education of my senses using poetic 
transformation. What attists and scientists have in common is 
their use of symbolic absu·act language to create. Architect 
Frank Lloyd Wright saw a snail and borrowed what he needed 
to make d1e Guggenheim Museum. Matisse's reaction to a snail 
produced a wonderful paper cut-out that rotates ctu·ough a 
relaxed spiral. Bolli were ab tract free-form celebrations inspired 
by natural form. 
Engineers look at natural organization and see an underlying 
form d1ey can use. Altists do d1e same iliing when tl1ey develop 
a symbolic logic to create what Suzanne Langer has called 'Vital 
Form' or 'Vi.ttual Life. Paul Klee developed an inu·icate didactic 
teaching med1oclology for progressively reducing d1e complexity 
around hi.t11 in order to distill quality from it. Klee's pedagogic 
research however is more inspiring as att d1an science. His 
work reads as a poetics of conu·adiction. On the one hand Klee 
embraces order and on d1e od1er he joins with his friend Rilke 
in recognizing d1e terrible transience of life. 
Clare: Your British education acquainted you wid1 Wordswotth, 
Keats, Shelley and me English Romantic poets. Most of your 
paintings derive iliei.t· tides from poems. Words mean a lot to 
you. Many artists are load1 to talk about d1ei.t· work but you 
actually enjoy it? 
Hugh: I was taught to pray as a cl1.ild. Poems are like prayers 
to me. William Blake's poems are like prayers. Wordswotth 
believed d1e cl1.ilcl was fad1er of d1e man. He knew mat what 
me Japanese call me Otiginal n1incl was d1e State of innocence 
that children have as their birtluight and where genius Jives. 
Poetic reverie is somed1.ing mat we have to practice if we are to 
keep it alive in ourselves. For me a major work can begin 
with just a flash of insight or a memoty Proust said d1at att is 
.1 commemoration. In aying to remember a state of experienc 
to give it form, you begin a process of recollection that always 
takes you into poetic pace. Rilke obseJvecl, "That which birds 
plunge through is not the space in which things are intensified." 
It's never literal in art, it's always imagined, remembered and 
rediscovered. 
Since 1994 I have named almost eve1y piece of work after 
individual Jines from Dylan Thomas's poems from the period of 
"The Green Fuse" and "When All my Five and Counay enses 
See." Thomas desoibes sensations which are often like plac s 
that are not visible only sensed. A lin like, "A wead1er in a 
qua1ter of th veins turns night to clay," or "By reel eyed 
orchards sow d1e eecls of snow " makes me want to visualize 
me invisible. Like an explorer of d1e hea1t he tries to lescribe 
mings mat have never been po1trayecl. Painting, poeay and 
talking are all ways of describing thing . 
Clare: One Thomas line you favor i , "Where no sea runs the 
waters of d1e hea1t push in d1eir tide ." 'That's where I want to 
be, you once said .. .. 
Hugh: It de cribes an internal world of feeling. Thoma 
creates image of d1e outside world, something tangibly 
experienced, at d1e same tin1e reminding us of the invisible, 
somatic sensation rooted inside. 
Clare: You claim to prefer principles to feelings in order to 
discipline your emoti n . ("One can't use d1e emotional effect 
as the aud1oring form f dUnking," you once said.) Yet as 
1 see it, d1ere are two sides to the O'Donnell coin: sensual 
experience and intellectual engagement. Do you use a 
sophisticated analytical xploration of nature to ward off the 
uncontrollable? What's wrong wid1 d1ings b ing romantic, 
bittersweet, dreamlike, even mournful? 
Hugh: Painting, dUnking, reading, talking, describing and 
inscribing all help me stay close to the variety in growing 
forms. I don't seek big emotions in painting. I t1y to paint 
physical feelings such a touching, swinging, pulling, and 
climbing as well as internal sensation. I don't want to 'harp on 
'till my heart strings break, or to win sympathy or to confess 
anyd1ing. I just want to take up space in a way that feels free. 
This freedom is disappearing today and d1is is tragic. When I 
look at nature I am touched by d1e a·uggle for light and space 
because I feel it in myself and I see it in my friends. 
Clare: You once told me, "I don't want to talk about me; 
I don't want to express myself." Often peopl associat your 
\\'ork with ab tract expressionism. How do you feel about d1is? 
Hugh: De Kooning, Pollock and Gorky were great explorers 
and we are still unpacking what they brought back. I d1ink they 
are as impo1tant to d1e histo1y of cliscove1y in America as Lewis 
and Clark. However, the word expressionist bothers me. 
To express feels like to confe s, or evacuate: to be riel of 
something. I want to reach something that i more-d1an I am. 
Working wid1 d1e lake focused d1at for me. 
Clare: Many anists from Monet to Pat Stei.J· have focused on 
ani.Jnatecl movement of water. Georgia O'Keeffe is merely one 
painter whose rganic absa-acti n of plant forms is notable. Your 
work has also often b n linked to d1at of Susan Rothenberg 
or John Walker. 
Hugh: My bigg st influence was at the lake watcl1ing my child 
sti.J-ring water wid1 a stick. Of the Absa-act Expressionists I relate 
most to Gorky He was able to be exquisite as well as broad, 
and he was inventive like Mi.J·6. The b st water paintings for m 
are the 'Constellation' series made by Mi.J·6 whllst he Jived by 
a lake. For me painting is not about fmdi.J1g a method or look, 
or any kind of erial development of one overriding obsession. 
With water I p1-actice .flow and poetically reach for new 
ana logical form d1at embodies flow Physical i.Jmnersion is as 
impo1tant to me as wit11essing sublii11e vasmess is to others. 
Feeling dumfounded awe in th face of mountains is not for 
me. My daughter put m sa·aight on d1i when she pointed at 
the hills and said d1at she want d to pet them. Kids don't 
admi.J·e the view They want to swing in the a·ees and t t it all 
out. I want freedom and the d11·ill of aying out new phy ical 
challenges. Without painting my body memo1y shouts at me d1at 
I am not moving en ugh. I don't want to be ju t anod1er 
'working stiff a a neighbor once described hi.Jn elf. 
Clare: We all know you can't it still! But d1ere is a s rious sic! 
to your passion for movement and its ilnpo1tance in your work? 
Hugh: Painting for me is about moving and touching. The 
haptic kinesd1etic dUnking involved in d1e making of work 
resets my body and mind. This is not a concept. It's si.J11ply been 
a fact of life for me since cl1ildhood. You see, the whole thing 
about making pictures is that I get to be what a opposed to 
who I want to be. Selious play is at d1e bean of d1is; playing 
wid1 nature to make it like a clanci.J1g panner. An anist needs 
to prot ct his naivete if he wants to stay hone t. I want aud1entic 
movem nt, not cliches or empty gesture . Slo hy paint does not 
guarantee alchemy of xpressi n! 
In 'That Moves d1e Water d11·ough the Rocks' I wanted to have 
the movement in the composition, not in the lather of paint. 
The clark configw-ation in d1is painting was mad in on go. 
Establishing a ground took a long ti.Jne but d1e configuration 
went clown clirecdy not fast, just a steady laying clown, fi.J·st 
as line, d1en as mass. 
Clare: You had problems with getting luminosity into the 
urface? 
Hugh: The surface required light and I wanted light wid1out 
using color. I used a mix of coal, glass and bronze to get a 
reflectiv surface. 
Clare: This fum belief in first d10ught<> in painting 'All in One 
Go' What is its vi.Jtue? Does a search for purity of form, 
'nod1ing but d1e essential' come into it? 
Hugh: We ay to evaluate too much. It's a kind of original sin. 
Awareness is a gift and a burden; a burden knowing too much 
and understanding so little. You have to a·ust yourself to be sii11-
ple and not to ay to ay eve1ythi.J1g. In clJ-awing I ay to do the 
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most direct thing I can. It's good to use ink somed'ling you 
can't rub out. Making the Body Echo™ drawings wid10ut 
revisions keeps me focused. 
Clare: Do you ever tune d1ese initial creations? 
Hugh: Yes, but my ideal is to draw and paint wid1out 
revisions. 
Clare: I get the impression you enjoy giving yourself ground 
rules and regulation , areas of maneuver like All in One Go' 
and then bending or breaking them! 
Hugh: I develop a schematic to set some ground rules. I have 
to make initial choices. I set rules so that when I break them 
I know it's me who breaks d1em. You see, I have to ren'lind 
myself that I'm driving. Breaking rules wakes me up. 
Clare: One of your rules was 'implint and mutate,'? 
Hugh: The Body Echo™ drawings sometimes use d1e principle 
of mutation. A line is reproduced as a reflection from one 
piece of paper to the next, and each time d1e line is reflected it 
is mutated. But later, as in 'And the Bush Was Not Consumed, 
I worked wid1 d1e idea of evolving an essentia lly linear struc-
ture d1at branched and grew as an expt:ession of a generative 
principle. Growth is everyd1ing in d1is work. When I go to d1e 
studio it's to generate and practice growth. 
Clare: How impottant to you is the concept of magnification 
and fragmentation as opposed to wholeness and inter-related-
ness? Your large scale works give an ambiguity to d1e implied 
leaf-forms, seed pods, jungle-like fronds and waving grasses, 
possibly because of their massive size and scale. 
Hugh: I am not aware of eid1er fragmenting or magnifying 
anything. The Bush painting came out of generating a growd1 
structure until it filled d1e space. As if one went into the woods 
brought back a handful of it generated a forest. Then d1ere's 
the more non-objective painting still in this teiTitory called 'The 
Seed That Make a Forest in d1e Loins, anod1er of Thomas's 
lines it says it a ll. 
Clare: I especially respond to the canvases and works on 
paper d1at employ saturated color. You have an exqu isite series 
of small works on paper, Variations on a Theme in Dylan 
Thomas, which revel in really strong blood reel and cadmium 
orange, pinks and pure leaf green. In the larger oils d1ese 
jewel-hues are overlaid w id1 a welter of dark brushstrokes. 
Do d1ese vivid colors reflect nature or does your version of 
abstraction a llow for mood? Does d1e O'Donnell palette 
encourage an emotional narrative or come from 
compositional need? 
Hugh: In the small works I like to make them glow and be 
simple in shape. When they get big, color and shape give way 
to movement and complexity 
Clare: Your time in Japan from 1974-1976 introduced you to 
Zen Buddhism and the Taoist ed1ic. Did d1e Japanese 
appreciation for nature and for contemplation influence you? 
Do you have a philosophy to guide you in the way you live 
your life and create a1t? 
Hugh: Japan provided me with my most formative influence. 
The Taoist celebration of Chi comes through in much Japanese 
painting and garden design. 
I was able to identify with the concept of watcl'ling nature in 
order to get closer to heaven. The Taoists noticed d1e force of 
fluid energy in rocks and trees as well as in rivers and in the air. 
For example, you can equate or echo a river with the fluid 
movement of long hair or wind in a grove of trees. In Japan I 
learned to study form in nature to create a symbolic language 
for describing feeling. 
Clare: Your last big commission for the Army Research Labs 
installed in Wasl'lington not long ago involved digital work, as 
did an earlier Window You found d1is new technology very 
exciting yet d1i patticular Boston show excludes d1at parallel 
body of work. Research into digital technology must surely 
have had some impact on recent painting? 
Hugh: The research labs project produced two 20' foot 
digital murals based on sensor research. Pushing our physical 
limitations by technical invention is patt of d1e creative process. 
Digital technology is patt of d1at push. 
I have been making digital prints since 1993. In 1998 
I created 'First Light' for the Photonics Center in Boston, very 
much in d1e same way I would make a painting except that 
I did not want it to imitate painting med10dology I wanted d1e 
instrument of d1e computer to come through. Wid1 digital media 
ideally I want my work to be like d1at of a singer even an 
unaccompanied singer being asked to make an instrumental 
version of a song originated by hunu11ing the tune in your head. 
The melody is spontaneous, but d1e production is somed1ing 
else again. As in music the electronic instrument can only do 
what you tell it to. It's in painting that I get all my melodies, 
but I love the collaboration of extended production in theater, 
in architecture or anyd'ling else promising to amplify my voice. 
Clare Heruy Att Ctitic for the Financial Times. 
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1987 David Dougill, "Getting It In The Neck," 
Sunday Times, U.K., February 22 
1989 
"Contemporary Celebration" (London Contemporary 
Dance), The Echo, Porrsmouth, U.K., March 
John Percival, The Times, U .K. March 7 
Judith Mackrell, "How To Put Dance In 
The Picture," The Independent, U.K., March 10 
(Dance), The Independent, U.K., November 26 
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U.K., November 26 
Mary Clarke, "Sadler's Wells," The Guardian, 
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Clark & Crisp (text), Crickmay (phorographs), 
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Jann Parry "Watch Their Steps," interview with 
Siobhan Davies, Observf!r Magazine, U.K., 
November 19, pp. 64-67 
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